
Definizione del
quesito clinico
e degli outcome
di interesse



A clearly defined, focused review begins with a well framed
question.

The review question should specify:

• types of population (participants), 

• types of interventions (and comparisons), 

• types of outcomes that are of interest. 

These components of the question, with the additional
specification of types of study that will be included, form the 
basis of the pre-specified eligibility criteria for the review. 

Defining the review question



The ‘clinical question’ should specify the types of population (participants), types of 
interventions (and comparisons), and the types of outcomes that are of interest.

The acronym PICO (Participants, Interventions, Comparisons and Outcomes) helps to 
serve as a reminder of these. 



A statement of the review’s objectives should begin with a precise 
statement of the primary objective, ideally in a single sentence. 

Where possible the style should be of the form:

‘To assess the effects of [intervention or comparison] for [health
problem] in [types of people, disease or problem and setting if
specified]’. 

This might be followed by one or more secondary objectives, for 
example relating to different participant groups, different
comparisons of interventions or different outcome measures. 
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Defining the review question



The questions addressed by a review may be broad or narrow in 
scope. 

 A review might address a broad question regarding whether
antiplatelet agents in general are effective in preventing all
thrombotic events in humans . 

 A review might address whether a particular antiplatelet agent, 
such as aspirin, is effective in decreasing the risks of a particular
thrombotic event, stroke, in elderly persons with a previous
history of stroke . 

Defining the scope of a review question
(broad versus narrow) 





The criteria for considering types of people included in studies in a 
review should be sufficiently broad to encompass the likely diversity of 
studies, but sufficiently narrow to ensure that a meaningful answer can 
be obtained when studies are considered in aggregate. 

It is often helpful to define the types of people that are of interest in two
steps:

 diseases or conditions of interest using explicit criteria for establishing
their presence or not; 

 the broad population and setting of interest

Which Populations? 
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The second key component of a well-formulated question is to specify
the interventions of interest and the interventions against which these
will be compared (comparisons). 

 Consider exactly what is delivered, at what intensity, how often it is
delivered, who delivers it, etc.

 Are the interventions to be compared with an inactive control 
intervention (e.g. placebo, no treatment), or with an active control 
intervention (e.g. a different variant of the same intervention, a 
different drug, a different kind of therapy)? 

Which comparisons to make?  





L’importanza della formulazione del Quesito

P. Pazienti con mHSPC ad alto 
volume/rischio

I. AAP/Doce + ADT

C. ADT

O. OS, PFS, QoL, Tollerabilità

Evidenze direttamente trasferi-
bili nel caso la sola ADT rap-
presenti l’alternativa terapeutica
standard
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The third key component of a well-formulated question is the 
delineation of particular outcomes that are of interest. 

 Outcomes considered to be meaningful, and therefore addressed
in a review, will not necessarily have been reported in individual
studies. 

 Including all important outcomes in a review will highlight gaps in 
the primary research and encourage researchers to address these
gaps in future studies. 

Which outcome measures are most important?   



It is critical that outcomes used to assess adverse effects as well as outcomes
used to assess beneficial effects are among those addressed by a review
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If evidence is lacking for an important outcome,

this should be acknowledged, rather than ignoring

the outcome - that uncertainty may have a bearing

on the ultimate recommendation.
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Misure riassuntive
di effetto per
varie tipologie
di variabili statistiche





VARIABILE DI RISPOSTA

• di tipo quantitativo

– assume uno spettro continuo di valori e viene
misurata in riferimento a una scala a intervalli
costanti.

• di tipo qualitativo

– esprime categorie di risposta del tipo successo /
insuccesso (di un trattamento somministrato).

• del tipo “tempo a evento”

– rappresenta il tempo trascorso fino al verificarsi (o
meno) di un evento.
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• Risk (proportion of persons with disease = cumulative
incidence)

– Risk Ratio = ratio of 2 cumulative incidence estimates =
Relative Risk

• Rate (based on events per person-time = incidence rate)

– Rate Ratio = ratio of 2 incidence rates = Relative Rate

• Odds (the number of events divided by the number of non
events)
– Odds Ratio = ratio of 2 odds

Risks, Rates and Odds



Probabilità (rischio) di sviluppare la malattia in uno specifico periodo di tempo t

• assume follow-up completo
• è una proporzione perciò può assumere valori da 0 ad 1
• deve riferirsi ad uno specifico periodo di tempo

INCIDENZA CUMULATIVA (IC)

N° di persone che ammalano
tra il t0 e t1

N° di persone non malate
all’inizio del periodo t0

IC = 

Es.  5 si ammalano / 10 inizialmente non malati = 0.5
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Risk Difference: -0.08 

ovvero 8 decessi in MENO
(ogni 100 pazienti trattati)
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Incidence Rate

Incidence rate or person-time rate:

• is a measure of incidence that incorporates time directly into the
denominator;

• describes how quickly disease occurs in a population
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of interest (e.g. disease or unfavourable event), given exposure to 

the variable of interest (e.g. health characteristic, or intervention).

Most commonly used in case-control studies
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VARIABILE DI RISPOSTA

• di tipo quantitativo
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Indicatori riassuntivi di effetto
di variabili tempo-a-evento

• Differenza tra stime della mediana di 
sopravvivenza (KM)

• Differenza media di sopravvivenza (restricted
means) al tempo t

• Differenza tra stime di sopravvivenza (KM) al 
tempo t (Milestone Survival)

• Hazard Ratio (KM+Cox)

Appropriato quando il rapporto tra gli  

hazard dei due gruppi si mantiene 

(relativamente) costante
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